
CRYSTAL MINES
Mining: If you end your turn on a mine, gain one mana 
crystal of the color that the mine produces to your Inventory.

MAGICAL GLADE
Healing Essence: If you end your turn on a magical glade, 
you can throw away one Wound card from your hand or 
discard pile. This is not the same as Healing and the eff ect 
cannot be combined with other Healing eff ects.

Imbued With Magic: If you start your turn on a magical 
glade during the day, you gain a gold mana token. If you start 
your turn on a magical glade during the Night, you gain a 
black mana token.

MAURAUDING ORCS
When Revealed: Place a green Orc enemy token face up 
on this space.

Eff ect: No one can enter a space that is occupied by an 
Orc enemy token. Orcs can be provoked into combat by 
a player who moves from one space adjacent to them to 
another space adjacent to them. 

Action: You can challenge Orcs from an adjacent space as 
your action. 

Reward: If you defeat the Orcs, discard their token and gain 
Reputation +1.

DRACONUM
When Revealed: Place a red Draconum enemy token face 
up on this space. 

Eff ect: No one can enter a space that is occupied by a 
Draconum enemy token. Draconum can be provoked into 
combat by a player who moves from one space adjacent to it 
to another space adjacent to it.

Action: You can challenge a Draconum from an adjacent 
space as your action.

Reward: If you defeat the Draconum, discard its token and 
gain Reputation +2.

VILLAGE
Recruiting: Units with the village icon can be recruited here.

Healing: You can buy 1 point of Healing for 3 Infl uence here.

Plundering: You can plunder a village during another 
player’s turn. You can only plunder a village once between 
each of your turns. If you do, draw two cards and you get 
Reputation -1.

MONASTERY
Recruiting: Units with the monastery icon can be 
recruited here.

Healing: You can buy 1 point of Healing for 2 Infl uence 
here.

Training: When a monastery is revealed, put the top card 
of the Advanced Actions deck face up in the Units off er. 
Advanced Actions in the Units off er can be bought at any 
monastery for 6 Infl uence.

Burning a Monastery: You can try to burn a monastery 
as your action for the turn. If you do, you get Reputation 
-3. Draw a random violet enemy token to fi ght. Your Units 
cannot be used in this combat. If you defeat the enemy, 
mark the space with a Shield token and get an Artifact as 
your reward. The monastery is now destroyed.

MAGE TOWER
When Revealed: Place a violet enemy token face down 
on this space. The token is revealed during the Day if a 
player is adjacent to it.

While Unconquered: Can be assaulted and you get 
Reputation -1. The defending enemy is fortifi ed. If 
successfully assaulted, mark it with a Shield token and gain 
a Spell as your reward.

While Conquered: Any player can recruit Units and buy 
Spells here. Spells can be bought for 7 Infl uence plus a 
mana that is the same color as the Spell being bought.

KEEP
When Revealed: Place a grey enemy token face down on 
this space. This token is revealed during the Day if a player 
is adjacent to it.

Unconquered Keep: Can be assaulted and you get 
Reputation -1. The defending enemies are fortifi ed. If 
successfully assaulted, mark it with a Shield token. You 
now own that keep.

Other Players’ Keeps: Can be assaulted and you get 
Reputation -1. If the owner is not present, draw a random 
grey enemy token as the defenders. They are fortifi ed. If 
successful, you get half Fame (rounded up) for defeating 
the defenders and you replace the owner’s Shield token 
with one of your own.

Your Keep: You can recruit Units with the keep icon here. 
If you end your turn on or adjacent to a keep you own, 
your Hand limit is 1 higher for each Keep you own.

MONSTER DEN
While Unconquered: You may enter a monster den as 
your action for the turn. If you do, draw a brown enemy 
token to fi ght. If you fail to defeat it, leave the enemy token 
face up on the space. Next time a player chooses to enter 
the den, he fi ghts this token.

Reward: If you defeat the enemy, mark the space as 
conquered with your Shield token and get two random 
mana crystals as your reward. Roll a mana die two times 
to determine their color. If gold is rolled, you choose the 
color you gain; if black is rolled you get Fame +1 instead 
of a crystal.

SPAWNING GROUNDS
While Unconquered: You may enter the spawning grounds 
as your action for the turn. If you do, draw two brown 
enemy tokens and fi ght them. If you fail to defeat them both, 
any undefeated tokens remain face up on the space and 
any defeated enemies are replaced with a new face down 
brown enemy token - next time a player chooses to enter 
the grounds, he reveals and fi ghts these tokens.

Reward: If you defeat both enemies, mark the space as 
conquered with your Shield token and gain an Artifact and 
three random mana crystals as your reward. Roll a mana 
die three times to determine their color. If gold is rolled, you 
choose the color you gain; if black is rolled you get Fame +1 
instead of a crystal.

DUNGEON
While Unconquered: You can enter a dungeon as your 
action for the turn. If you do, reveal a brown enemy token and 
fi ght it. Night rules apply for this combat and Units cannot be 
used. If you defeat the enemy, mark the space with a Shield 
token and roll a mana die to determine your reward. For gold 
or black, gain a Spell; otherwise, gain an Artifact.

While Conquered: You can enter a conquered dungeon 
to fi ght a random brown enemy token with the same 
limitations (Night and no Units). If you defeat it, you get 
no reward (other than the Fame) and you do not mark the 
space with a Shield token.

TOMB
While Unconquered: You can enter a tomb as your action 
for the turn. If you do, draw a red Draconum enemy token to 
fi ght. Night rules apply for this combat, and Units cannot be 
used. If you defeat the enemy, mark the tomb with a Shield 
token and gain one Spell and one Artifact as your reward. 
Otherwise, discard the enemy token.

While Conquered: You can enter a conquered dungeon to 
fi ght a random red enemy token with the same limitations 
(Night and no Units). If you defeat it, you get no reward 
(other than the Fame) and you do not mark the space with 
a Shield token.

ANCIENT RUINS
When Revealed: Place a yellow token here face up if it is 
Day, face down if it is Night. A face down token is revealed 
at the start of the next Day Round, or if someone enters 
the space.

While Unconquered: You can enter the ancient ruins as 
your action for the turn. There will either be an altar there, 
or enemies to fi ght.

Altar: You can pay 3 mana of the color shown on the yellow 
token as tribute to the altar. If you do, mark the space with a 
Shield token and gain 7 Fame as your reward.

Enemies: Draw the enemies depicted on the yellow token 
and fi ght them. Any undefeated enemies remain on the 
space and can be fought later. If you defeat the last enemy 
here, mark the space with a Shield token and get the reward 
depicted on the yellow token.
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WALLS
Movement: To cross a wall on the map, you have to pay 1 
extra Move point. Terrain discounts cannot negate this extra 
cost. Walls have no eff ect on movement invoked directly by 
an eff ect (Flight, etc).

Combat: When challenging rampaging enemies across a 
wall, consider the enemies to be fortifi ed (walls count as site 
fortifi cations). When attacking another player or Volkare 
across a wall, consider the target to be fortifi ed. When 
assaulting a fortifi ed site across a wall, consider the garrison 
to be double fortifi ed.

Provoking: Your move does not provoke rampaging 
enemies if the target space of that move is separated from the 
enemy by a wall (i.e. rampaging enemies never attack you 
across a wall).

DEEP MINES
Mining: If you end your turn on a mine, choose and gain one 
mana crystal of one of the colors that the mine produces to 
your Inventory.

REFUGEE CAMP
Recruiting: You can interact to recruit Units here. For 
purposes of recruiting, you may consider this to be any of 
the depicted sites. Units that require more advanced sites for 
recruitment have their cost increased. 

For Units that can be recruited on multiple sites, choose the 
cheapest option.

MAZE
Entering: You may enter a maze as your action. If you do so, 
you may choose one ready unwounded Unit to accompany 
you. You cannot use any Unit other than the chosen one 
during the entire action. Then choose a path and fi ght.

Choosing Path: Pay 2, 4, or 6 Move. (Move points left from 
the Move phase cannot be used for this.)

Combat: Draw and fi ght a tan enemy token. Whether you 
defeat it or not, discard it afterwards (next time, a new token 
will be drawn).

Reward: If you defeat it, claim your reward according to the amount of Move 
points you have paid: Two crystals of your choice, a Spell, or an Artifact. 
Put your shield on the corresponding spot on the map to mark this path as 
conquered.

Partially Conquered: Another player may enter the maze, but will have to 
choose another path. No player may successfully conquer the same maze twice, 
and each path may be conquered only once.

LABYRINTH
Entering: You may enter a labyrinth as your action. If you 
do so, you may choose one ready unwounded Unit to 
accompany you. You cannot use any Unit other than the 
chosen one during the entire action. Then choose a path 
and fi ght.

Choosing Path: Pay 2, 4, or 6 Move. (Move points left from 
the Move phase cannot be used for this.) 

Combat: Draw and fi ght a red Draconum enemy token. 
Whether you defeat it or not, discard it afterwards (next time, 
a new token will be drawn).

Reward: If you defeat it, claim your reward according to the amount of Move 
points you have paid: Two crystals of your choice, a Spell, or an Artifact. In 
all three cases, you also gain an Advanced Action. Put your shield on the 
corresponding spot on the map to mark this path as conquered.

Partially Conquered: Another player may enter the labyrinth, but will have to 
choose another path. No player may successfully conquer the same labyrinth 
twice, and each path may be conquered only once.

HIDDEN VALLEY TILE
Healing Essence: If you end your turn on a Hidden Valley 
Tile, you can throw away one Wound card from your hand 
or discard pile. This is not the same as Healing and the 
eff ect cannot be combined with other Healing eff ects.

Imbued With Magic: If you start your turn on a Hidden 
Valley Tile during the day, you gain a gold mana token. 
If you start your turn on a Hidden Valley Tile during the 
Night, you gain a black mana token.

Movement: The move cost of the hidden valley space is 2.

NECROPOLIS TILE
Eternal Night: During the Day, Night rules apply in a 
Necropolis Tile.

Imbued With Magic: At Night, if you start your turn on a 
Necropolis Tile, then you gain a black mana token.

Movement: The move cost of the necropolis space is 2.

GRAVEYARD TILE
Eternal Night: During the Day, Night rules apply in a 
graveyard.

Imbued With Magic:  At Night, if you start your turn in a 
graveyard, then you gain a black mana token.

Movement: The move cost of the graveyard space is 
determined by the terrain type shown on the space it covers 
(just like a ruins tile). The fact that Night rules apply while 
in a graveyard does not aff ect the Move cost of the terrain it 
is in (so to move into a forest space that has a graveyard in 
it will still cost 3 Move points during the day).

ENEMY TOKEN ABILITIES

DEFENSIVE
Fortifi ed – Only Siege Attacks can be used against this enemy 
in the Ranged and Siege Attacks phase (no attacks at all if it also 
defends a fortifi ed site).

Physical Resistance – All physical Attacks (incl. cards played 
sideways) are ineffi  cient (halved).

Fire Resistance – All Fire Attacks are ineffi  cient (halved). The 
enemy ignores any non-Attack eff ects of red cards or Unit abilities 
powered by red mana.

Ice Resistance – All Ice Attacks are ineffi  cient (halved). The 
enemy ignores any non-Attack eff ects of blue cards or Unit 
abilities powered by blue mana.

Both Fire and Ice Resistance – Also all Cold Fire Attacks 
are ineffi  cient (halved).

Elusive – An elusive enemy has an increased Armor value. The 
lower value is used only in the Attack phase, and only if all of the 
enemy attacks are successfully Blocked. Any Armor modifi cations 
apply to both values.

Unfortifi ed – All site fortifi cations are ignored for such 
an enemy.

Arcane Immunity – The enemy is not aff ected by any non-
Attack/Block eff ects. Eff ects that directly aff ect enemy attacks
still apply.

Defense –  The fi rst enemy that you attack in combat (either 
in the Ranged phase or the normal Attack phase) has its Armor 
value increased by the value of the Defend ability, until the end 
of that combat.

OFFENSIVE
Fire Attack – Only Ice and Cold Fire Blocks are effi  cient when 
blocking this (others are halved).

Ice Attack – Only Fire and Cold Fire Blocks are effi  cient when 
blocking this (others are halved).

Cold Fire Attack – Only Cold Fire Blocks are effi  cient when 
blocking this (others are halved).

Summon Attack – At the start of the Block phase, draw a 
random brown token for this enemy. It replaces the enemy in the 
Block and Assign Damage phases, then it is discarded.

Swift – To block this enemy, you need twice as much Block as 
its Attack value. 

Brutal – If unblocked, it deals twice as much damage as its 
Attack value.

Poison – If a Unit gets wounded because of an attack from an 
enemy with Poison, it is given two Wound cards instead of one. 

For each Wound a Hero takes into his hand from a Poisonous 
attack, he also puts one Wound into his discard pile.

Paralyze – If a Unit gets wounded because of an attack from 
an enemy with Paralyze, it is immediately destroyed (removed 
from the game). 

If a Hero takes one or more Wounds into his hand from a 
Paralyzing attack, he must immediately discard any non-Wound 
cards from his hand.

Assassination – Damage from this attack cannot be assigned 
to Units; if unblocked, it has to be all assigned to the hero.

Cumbersome – In the Block phase, you may spend Move 
points; for each Move point spent, the attack is reduced by 1 
for the rest of the turn. An attack reduced to 0 is considered 
successfully blocked.

Vampiric – An enemy with the Vampiric ability has its Armor 
value increased by 1, for the rest of the combat, for each Unit its 
attacks wound and for each Wound its attacks cause to be added 
to a player’s hand.

UNIT RESISTANCES
Physical Resistance – Makes the Unit less vulnerable to 
physical Attacks of enemies 

– Makes the Unit less vulnerable to 
 and physical Attacks of an 

opponent.

Fire Resistance – Makes the Unit less vulnerable to Fire 
Attacks of enemies 

 – Makes the Unit less vulnerable to Fire 
 and Fire Attacks of an opponent. It also 

ignores non-Attack eff ects of opponents’ red cards or Unit abilities 
powered by red mana.

Ice Resistance – Makes the Unit less vulnerable to Ice Attacks 
of enemies 
Ice Resistance

 and Ice Attacks of an opponent. It also ignores 
non-Attack eff ects of opponents’ blue cards or Unit abilities 
powered by blue mana.

Both Fire and Ice Resistance – Also counts as resistance 
to Cold Fire Attacks of enemies 
Both Fire and Ice Resistance – Also counts as resistance 

 and Cold Fire Attacks of an 
opponent.

Combat with enemies: If the Unit is assigned damage from an attack it is 
resistant to, the damage is reduced by its Armor fi rst (without taking Wounds). 
If any damage remains, continue as normal (wound the Unit and reduce the 
damage by its Armor again).

Player vs. Player: If the Unit is resistant to at least one element included in 
the opponent’s attack, the opponent has to spend twice as much damage to 
wound that Unit.

MULTIPLE ATTACKS
Each Attack has to be handled (blocked or get their damage 
assigned) separately. Eff ects that prevent an enemy from attacking 
prevent all his attacks. An enemy is considered “successfully 
blocked” if all its Attacks are blocked.
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